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About This Game

Help Ballard roll through the danger filled levels towards the house of Ballerina, the love of his life!

AtmaSphere is roll-a-ball game set in a medieval world filled with
dangerous traps and uncertain paths! Roll all you want, but be careful not to fall off!

Collect all the diamonds to impress Ballerina and pick up yellow coins for bragging points!

But be careful, as you progress through the levels they become harder and more challenging, your skills will be tested by
a variety of engaging traps and puzzles

 30 challenging, handcrafted levels!

 Forgiving yet challenging gameplay!
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 Unique visual style paired with soothing sounds of rain in the background gives a beautiful relaxing "atmasphere" :^)

 With every level comes a unique, wonderful soundtrack!

Steam Trading Cards

Join Ballard on the adventure and overcome all nasty troubles and help them become one!
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Mazen Games
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
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This is one of the most toughest recommendations I've made on Steam. Deus Ex Machina 2 is the sequel to the anicent retro
game people barely seen or heard Deus Ex Machina for the XZ Spectrum and C64 only to come out as one of the first games to
use it's audio to be fused with the gameplay which was extremely rare and unheard of at the time.

The games' lead character is an human looking character who is considered a defect which the player loosey controls. The game
is very very VERY linear! So linear that it feels almost pointless playing the game. What saves the game are the varities of levels
which all are different in terms of how they look with the lead character quickly 'growing up' as the game presents the character
aging process (Not in real time of course, pre-made for show). The game forces itself as soon as you boot the same. Very linear
game, once your in, no way out. No save states, save points, reloads, whatever. Just a game which acts like a presentive jukebox.

Overpriced? I don't know! Alot of work did go into the games graphics, models, lighting and gameplay but that's really about it..
I'm a big fan of "bad physics" games, and of danmaku games, and this one's an amazing mashup of the two. Truly brain-
breaking good fun.. great russian plane game. Good game, liked the multiple endings. Worth a go.. I figured I'd give this game a
shot:

My impuse buy gamble paid off this time!

Its a akin to some of the older snes rpgs but without the constant grind. Plus playing til 2am is a surefire gaming seal of approval
by my standards. Your inner collector will be compelled to find orbs everywhere.. Wonderful game.

It is hard to adequately describe this game. It is part RTS, part TBS, and part text adventure.

Really it all comes together great, but there are a few quips.
The devs made archers too strong for balance, it was patched with an option to weaken the archers however. In mideval times
archers were damn effective at hailing down hell on armies. In reality this makes sense but this is a game and the difficulty
presented causes the game to be a bit unbalanced.
Also, autoresolving battles is an option, but it is not ever wise to do so until very late in the campaign.

Aside from those issues this game is amazing and I am very much looking forward to the sequel. Don't bother to pick up the
DLC however check metacritic first.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEAH! SONIC!. Twitch support Broken, devs clearly gave
up on it.

Make it free to play and sell dlc
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If you love you some schlocky 80's-90's horror classics like Halloween, Friday the 13th, and Nightmare on Elm Street mixed
with some light puzzles and stealth element GET THIS GAME. My only complaint about the entire thing is that I wanted more
game, I wanted to play it longer but all good things must come to an end, I suppose. 9/10 would play again.. A little buggy but a
good game non the less. Game is very enjoyable as far as concept. However as of right now the game is unplayable (as to be
expected). Game crashes almost every 10 minutes. It will sometimes freeze after assigning tasks to your dwarfs and in order to
continue playing you must quit and load the game back up. This early in mediocre developement, I would highly not recommend
this game unless you are actually here to help the game progress. If you come thinking this is ready to enjoy and have a good
time, then you need to find a new game, get your money back and add it to your wishlist so when it is finished you can enjoy the
game at its full potential.. Man, I remember so many late nights playing this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly
drones over a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire company collapsed.

I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.

Any interest? Hit me up on steam.

BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. The game started out fine, teaching you the
mechanics of the gameplay but it quickly becomes very frustrating and not fun anymore.. I can't count the number of months I
must of spent playing this game in it's first release. The over-arching philosophically challenging story with gameplay that
revolutionized the platforming game industry makes this game not only my #1 game of all time, but that of a lifechanging
experience I truly believe will never be matched again.

If you need anymore convincing whether this game is worth the incredibly cheap price, just to let you know, I met my husband
over this game.

An easy 10/10, for the greatest game I've ever played and most likely will ever play.. I don't know what's special about this game
but I enjoy Playing for hours and hours I guess it's the thought of Playing on actual Mars train It's hard for me to play any game
for a long period of time and even more to come back to it but This game Makes me want to come back to play it more And I
recommend it ( :. Nice "small" game. Mission based Simulator game for experts and beginners. Some missions are even tricky
for me :-)
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